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The Theory Workbook contains chapter-by-chapter exercises on theory subjects. Each
workbook chapter begins with a study tip and ends with a summary of vocabulary phrases
from the corresponding chapter. Included are fill-in-the-blank exercises and illustration labeling
exercises.
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Wouldn't recommend this for class, not used in all! Perfect for school I bought these for school
plus they worked perfectly fine. I did use a couple of others, but I hardly ever once opened this
one. If you are learning for cosmetology, I must say i wouldn't bother with it - Also, I noticed
that in these books, there can be an amount of questions that are incorrect or errors in
spelling, placement of words on the webpages etc. That it is quite noticeable. Five Stars
perfect condition Beautiful! Used by most of the Cosmetology Schools I ordered several books
in the Milady 2012 series for my granddaughter who would like to start school this season. Five
Stars Perfect condition! I'm hoping with good schooling manuals and her enthusiasm to be a
Beautician, she'll complete the training and successfully total her state permit requirements. She
adores the books and can be eager to learn and show her skills and competency. Five Stars
Bought for my fiance, and she passed her boards. I found out later (after buying hundreds of
dollars value of books and workbooks) that my class only needed the textbook, so I didn't
actually need to get these other ones. Highest rated Wow Cosmetology books attended a
loooong method since I graduated in 1984! Anyone who uses this with the other tools
available will get the most curved cosmetology information on the market! She had viewed the
books and really likes what sort of material is shown and the color pictures in the manuals.
Someone needs to proceed through and update these! Perfection The health of this book was
excellent.! The authors and specialists make this reading very interesting. My ranking is based
on the books overall physical condition.!
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